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Ethics is the area of philosophy that seeks to answer questions about values, 
including moral values like right and wrong. In the tradition of Western 
philosophy, the history of ethical investigation goes at least as far back as 
ancient Greece, with philosophers like Plato and Aristotle seeking to 
understand the nature of goodness and what it means for humans to live a 
good life. Today, philosophers who specialize in ethics continue the tradition 
of inquiry into morality, asking abstract questions like “What makes a given 
action or policy morally right or morally wrong?” as well as more concrete 
ethical questions that can arise in our everyday lives. Some students are 
surprised to learn that ethics is an academic discipline and that there are 
classes dealing with ethics that they can take for college credit. There are 
several such classes offered by UWG’s Philosophy Program.

For example, Introduction to Ethics (PHIL 2030) is a class in our Core 
Curriculum and counts for credit in Core area C2. As its name suggests, the 
classclass introduces students to fundamental ideas from the discipline of ethics. A typical section of the course 

explores moral theories like Cultural Relativism, according to which a society’s moral code determines which 
actions are moral or immoral in that society; Divine Command Theory, according to which morality depends only 
on God’s commands; and Utilitarianism, which says that doing the right thing is a matter of increasing the overall 
amount of happiness or well-being in the world. This class also explores more practical topics like abortion, 
assisted suicide, the death penalty, and—most recently—ethical questions raised by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 
e.g. how doctors should prioritize patients when there aren’t enough resources (like ventilators) to save every life.

The Philosophy Program offers several classes beyond the introductory level that deal with ethical questions. At 
the more abstract end of the spectrum there is Moral Theories (PHIL 3180), which takes a deeper look at some of 
the theories covered in Introduction to Ethics. The course also examines issues such as moral luck (what should 
we make of the praise or blame people often receive for things outside of their control?), moral saints (they are not 
good role models, or so it seems), and moral non-cognitivism (the idea that moral judgments express only 
approval or disapproval in some fashion, and are not “truth-apt,” i.e., not either true or false). Some of our other 
classes tend toward more practical questions. One such class, Professional Ethics (4120), examines moral issues 
common to occupations such as physician, lawyer, accountant, engineer, and priest. For instance, may pharmacists 
refuse to fill prescriptions that they consider immoral, such as those for “morning after pills”? May physicians ever 
lie to patients? Is a veterinarian’s client the dog or the dog’s owner? Does the idea that lawyers should zealously 
pursue client interests have moral limits? Do arguments for zealous pursuit of client interests in criminal cases 
extend to non-criminal contexts, such as when your client wishes to sue a neighbor?             (continued, next page)
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Some of our classes are of special interest to students who are curious about ethical 
questions related to society, government, and law. Ethical issues come up frequently 
in Feminist Philosophy (PHIL 4130). For example, the concept of justice is central 
to almost all feminist thought, and students in this course study feminist analyses of 
injustice and oppression as well as feminist critiques of dominant understandings of 
justice in Western philosophy. Autonomy is also a major focus of the course; students 
learn about feminist understandings of autonomy as relational as well as feminist 
debates over what kinds of behavior “count” as autonomous. In Political Philosophy 
(PHIL 3115), students examine the moral foundations of different systems of 
government (like democracies, guardian states, and anarchy/state of nature), moral 
issues related to voting (for example, felon disenfranchisement and plural voting), 
and different ways of thinking about justice, freedom, and equality. Philosophy of 
Law (PHIL 4110) is concerned with normative jurisprudence, the moral analysis of 
law. Students explore different moral justifications for legal limits on personal 
freedom; the moral basis of private property rights; the supposed moral duty to obey 
the law; civil and other disobedience; legal punishment (public condemnation and 
fines, prison, and death); and deception by police (as in interrogations, undercover 
work, and pretextual stops).                                            

The UWG Philosophy Program offers several classes that focus on periods or 
traditions within the history of philosophy, and some of those classes deal either 
directly or indirectly with ethical questions. One example is Ancient Philosophy 
(PHIL 3100). All major schools of philosophy in the ancient world responded to the 
question “What gives value to life?” In Ancient Philosophy, students consider 
numerous responses to this question and learn how each response is linked to other 
features of the thinker’s philosophy, like metaphysics, epistemology, and politics. In 
addition to reading a few texts linking religion and ethics from non-Western 
traditions, the class looks primarily at competing visions of value in the Greek and 
Roman worlds. These include different conceptions of virtue in Plato and Aristotle; 
opposite assessments of the value of pleasure in Epicurus and the Stoics; and 
conflicting assessments of faith’s value between Sextus Empiricus (an extreme 
skeptic) and Augustine (a fervent religious believer). In some other history courses, 
ethics is not an independent, separable area of investigation; it is instead interwoven 
throughout and implicit within the philosophical discussion that occurs in those 
classes. If you are thinking about whether human existence has any meaning or 
purpose, as students do in Existentialism (PHIL 3140), then inevitably questions of 
value and motivation arise. What would motivate us to live ethically if we don’t make 
assumptions about a divine purpose for our existence? To grapple with such questions 
is at the heart of thinking about what our existence means. Likewise, our course on 
Phenomenology (PHIL 4100) begins with questions of human experience. A 
foundational position of phenomenology is that all experience is perspectival. There 
isn’t a neutral standpoint. If that is true, then claims to universal morality become 
problematic, and this means that we must think about ethics differently.

Several of our classes take a philosophical approach to the study of religion, and 
ethical questions arise in many of those classes as well, including in Philosophy of 
Religion (PHIL 4230). Many people tend to link religion with morals; for example, 
parents sometimes explain why they take their children to church or send them to 
religious schools by saying things like, “I want my kids to learn right and wrong.” 
But is there an intrinsic link between morality and religion(s)? This question has a 
long history, and Philosophy of Religion typically addresses issues like: (continued, p. 5)
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During the Spring 
semester, UWG’s 

chapter of Phi Sigma 
Tau, the national 

philosophy honors 
society, will be inducting 
new members. You are 

eligible to join if you 
have 45 credit hours, 

have taken at least two 
philosophy courses, 

have a 3.0 overall GPA 
and over a 3.0 (B 
average) in your 

philosophy courses. 
Members of this group 
meet a few times per 

semester to talk about 
careers and how to 

translate your 
philosophy skills to 

potential employers; 
applying for graduate 

school and law school; 
enrichment 

opportunities like 
internships and study 
abroad; and how to 

present and publish your 
philosophy papers. 

Please email the faculty 
advisor, Dr. Riker, at 

wriker@westga.edu for 
more info if you are 
interested in joining.
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SUMMER 2021 COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 

Session I (May 13–28): PHIL 2030-E04 Introduction to Ethics | Dr. Robert Lane | 100% Online | Core C2 
Everyone has beliefs about morality, and to some extent we all agree about what actions are right and wrong; for example, we all agree that murder is wrong and 
that helping those less fortunate than us is right. But there are many moral questions about which people disagree: Is abortion immoral? What about the death 
penalty? Is it wrong to spend money on expensive cars and homes when people in other parts of the world are dying from easily preventable diseases? Is it right 
to cause pain to chickens, cows, and other animals on factory farms in order to create affordable food products? This course will enable you critically to evaluate 
your own beliefs about concrete ethical issues like these. We will also consider more theoretical questions, such as: Where does morality come from—God, 
society, or somewhere else? What makes an ethical argument good or bad? What general rules or principles should we live by? No prior experience in philosophy 
is necessary, so if you want to start thinking critically about morality, this course is a great place to begin. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the 
religion minor. 
 

Session III (June 1-25): PHIL 2010-E02 Introduction to Philosophy | Dr. Alex Feldman | 100% Online, NO COST | Core C2 
This course provides an introduction to philosophy. We will cover a broad range of topics from many different subfields of philosophy, including ethics, 
metaphysics, epistemology, and political philosophy. Students can expect to read classic texts from the history of philosophy, as well as important contemporary 
contributions. Among others, we will explore the following questions: What is the meaning of life (and death)? What is truly real? What can we know about the 
world and about ourselves? What is the significance of evil? Are we genuinely free? What does an authentic life look like? How should we understand important 
social identities, such as race as gender? Required for all majors and minors. 
 

Session III (June 1-25): PHIL 2020-E02 Critical Thinking | Dr. Walter Riker | 100% Online, NO COST | Core B1 
Animals! We’re going to argue about animals. Is it morally ok to eat them? To hunt them for sport? Is it morally ok to keep them in zoos or as pets? Should 
some animals be considered “persons”? Do major religions, such as Christianity, Islam, or Judaism, hold that we have obligations to nature and/or animals? Do 
we have obligations to future generations of people and animals, beings that do not yet exist? Are we doing too many animal medical experiments, or not enough? 
Should we do non-medical experiments at all? We will study arguments that respond to these and related questions. Along the way, you will learn to recognize, 
evaluate, and construct several types of arguments, including deductive, causal inductive, and analogical. Since this course satisfies the Core B oral communication 
requirement, students will be expected to create and post a video presentation for the class. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the religion minor. 
 

Session IV (June 28-July 23): PHIL 2030-E01 Introduction to Ethics | Dr. Rosemary Kellison | 100% Online, LOW COST | Core C2  
This course serves as an introduction to ethics: philosophical thinking about the question of how humans ought to live. In this course we will engage with ethics 
on several different levels. We will think about practical moral problems, such as abortion, capital punishment, animal rights, poverty, and reparations. To enable 
critical examination of our own and others’ positions on such moral problems, we will explore various theoretical approaches to ethics, learning the different 
ways in which individuals and communities justify their moral arguments. Finally, we will consider broader, more theoretical questions regarding the nature and 
origin of morality itself. This course is 100% online and low-cost. It fulfills the Core Area C-2 requirement and counts toward the Philosophy and Religion 
minors as well as the Philosophy major. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the religion minor. 
 

Session IV (June 28-July 23): PHIL 2130-E01 Introduction to World Religions | Dr. Rosemary Kellison | 100% Online, NO COST | Core E4 
This course revolves around two central questions: how has the world shaped religion(s), and how have religions shaped the world? As we move through an 
introductory survey of some of the world’s major religious traditions, including indigenous religious traditions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, 
and selected new religious movements, we will pay special attention to the ways in which these traditions have been shaped by historical, political, and geographical 
changes in the world—and will also consider how these traditions and their communities have influenced these changes. Over the course of the semester, we 
will seek to better understand both the significance and relevance of religion in world history and some of the important philosophical questions addressed 
within religious communities as well as by those who study them. Counts toward the religion minor and philosophy major religion track. 
 

FALL 2021 COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 

PHIL 2010-08 Introduction to Philosophy | Dr. John Garner | MW 9:30-10:45, In Person, NO COST | Core C2 
One of the best ways to be initiated into philosophy is to undertake a guided study of key thinkers in the Western and other traditions. Along the way, our 
readings aim to expose students to major branches of philosophy, including ontology (the inquiry into reality, as opposed to mere appearances); epistemology 
(the study of knowledge, the limits of knowing, and how we know); and practical philosophy (the inquiry into value, beauty, and justice). Skills in reading, logic 
and critical thinking, argument assessment, and cordial but deep discussion are also emphasized. Required for all majors and minors. 
 

PHIL 2010-09 Introduction to Philosophy | Dr. John Garner | MW 11-12:15, In Person, NO COST | Core C2 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2010-10 Introduction to Philosophy | Professor TBA | TR 9:30-10:45, In Person | Core C2 
A historically framed introduction to philosophy, highlighting major developments that have defined Western philosophical inquiry. Required for all majors and 
minors. 
 

PHIL 2010-11 Introduction to Philosophy | Professor TBA | TR 11-12:15, In Person | Core C2 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2010-12 Introduction to Philosophy | Professor TBA | MW 8-9:15, In Person | Core C2 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2010-92 Introduction to Philosophy | Professor TBA | TR 9-10:15, In Person NEWNAN | Core C2 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2020-05 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | MW 9:30-10:45, In Person | Core B1 
An investigation of logical fallacies and patterns of valid reasoning in primarily oral by also written discourse. Required for philosophy or religion majors and 
minors. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the religion minor. 
 

PHIL 2020-08 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | MW 11-12:15, In Person | Core B1 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2020-09 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | MW 2-3:15, In Person | Core B1 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2020-10 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | TR 8-9:15, In Person | Core B1 
Same description as above. 
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PHIL 2020-11 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | TR 9:30-10:45, In Person | Core B1 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2020-12 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | TR 12:30-1:45, In Person | Core B1 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2020-92 Critical Thinking | Professor TBA | TR 11-12:15, In Person NEWNAN | Core B1 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2030-04 Introduction to Ethics | Dr. Robert Lane | MW 9:30-10:45, In Person | Core C2 
Everyone has beliefs about morality, and to some extent we all agree about what actions are right and wrong; for example, we all agree that murder is wrong and 
that helping those less fortunate than us is right. But there are many moral questions about which people disagree: Is abortion immoral? What about the death 
penalty? Is it wrong to spend money on expensive cars and homes when people in other parts of the world are dying from easily preventable diseases? Is it right 
to cause pain to chickens, cows, and other animals on factory farms in order to create affordable food products? This course will enable you critically to evaluate 
your own beliefs about concrete ethical issues like these. We will also consider more theoretical questions, such as: Where does morality come from—God, 
society, or somewhere else? What makes an ethical argument good or bad? What general rules or principles should we live by? No prior experience in philosophy 
is necessary, so if you want to start thinking critically about morality, this course is a great place to begin. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the 
religion minor. 
 

PHIL 2030-05 Introduction to Ethics | Dr. Robert Lane | MW 2-3:15, In Person | Core C2 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2030-06 Introduction to Ethics | Dr. Walter Riker | TR 9:30-10:45, In Person, NO COST | Core C2 
Is it moral to deliberately cause pain to a child (e.g., by spanking them) to try to change their behavior? Is it moral to punish children at all, instead of simply 
correcting them? Should children or adolescents be allowed to vote? What exactly makes someone a “parent” in a way that gives them moral permission, or a 
moral obligation, to make binding decisions for someone under age 18? Do we have any special moral obligations to our parents that we do not have to other 
adults? Is abortion moral? Is cloning or genetic modification or enhancement? In this course, you will be introduced to fundamental concepts in ethics, and 
explore these and related contemporary ethical issues. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the religion minor. 
 

PHIL 2030-07 Introduction to Ethics | Dr. Walter Riker | TR 11-12:15, In Person, NO COST | Core C2 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 2030-92 Introduction to Ethics | Professor TBA | TR 5:30-7:45, In Person NEWNAN | Core C2 
An investigation of logical fallacies and patterns of valid reasoning in primarily oral by also written discourse. Required for philosophy or religion majors and 
minors. Required for all philosophy majors and minors. Option for the religion minor. 
 

PHIL 2130-02 Introduction to World Religions | Dr. Rosemary Kellison | TR 9:30-10:45, NO COST | Core E4 
This course revolves around two central questions: how has the world shaped religion(s), and how have religions shaped the world? As we move through an 
introductory survey of some of the world’s major religious traditions, including indigenous religious traditions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, 
and selected new religious movements, we will pay special attention to the ways in which these traditions have been shaped by historical, political, and geographical 
changes in the world—and will also consider how these traditions and their communities have influenced these changes. Over the course of the semester, we 
will seek to better understand both the significance and relevance of religion in world history and some of the important philosophical questions addressed 
within religious communities as well as by those who study them. Counts for the religion minor and philosophy major religion track. 
 

PHIL 2130-03 Introduction to World Religions | Dr. Rosemary Kellison | TR 2-3:15, NO COST | Core E4 
Same description as above. 
 

PHIL 3100-01W Ancient Philosophy | Dr. John Garner | MW 2-3:15, In Person | Pre-req. ENGL 1101 | Satisfies DSW*  
This course begins with ancient Greek philosophers—primarily Plato and Aristotle—and focuses on how they raise foundational questions about the natural 
world, knowledge, and the good life for humans. Shifting focus to the Hellenistic and Roman eras, we then examine competing “life philosophies,” each of 
which promoted a distinct path to happiness and backed up its position with compelling argumentation. Lastly, to contextualize these Western views we may 
also engage in comparison with Indian, Chinese, or other global philosophical sources. Required for the philosophy major; counts for the minor. 
 

PHIL 3120-01W American Pragmatism | Dr. Robert Lane | MW 11-12:15, In Person, NO COST | Pre-req. ENGL 1101 | Satisfies DSW* 
What is truth? What is the best way for me to form beliefs about the world? Is absolute certainty possible, or must we be satisfied with beliefs that are not certain? 
What is philosophy, and what is its relationship with science? This course tackles those questions and others by examining how they were treated by the thinkers 
who founded pragmatism, America's distinctive philosophical tradition. In particular, we will study the works of four classical American pragmatists: Charles 
Peirce, William James, John Dewey, and Alain Locke. We will also study the ideas of more recent neo-pragmatists, such as Richard Rorty, and their critics, such 
as Susan Haack. Counts toward the philosophy major and minor. 
 

PHIL 3140-02W Existentialism | Dr. Janet Donohoe | MW 12:30-1:45, In Person, LOW COST | Pre-req. ENGL 1101 | Satisfies DSW* 
This course examines both atheist and religious existentialism through the texts of major existential thinkers such as Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Sartre, Camus, de 
Beauvoir, Kierkegaard and Fanon. Students are encouraged to think through the big questions existentialists raise about the meaning of human existence including 
whether there is any purpose for our existence, how we define ourselves, whether there are any reasons to be moral, and whether human existence is inherently 
meaningful. We will analyze theories in terms of ramifications for the way we live our lives. Counts toward the philosophy major and minor. 
 

PHIL 3220-01 Christian Thought | Dr. Rosemary Kellison | TR 11-12:15, In Person, NO COST | Pre-req. ENGL 1101 
In this course, we trace the development of important historical trends in Catholic and Protestant Christian thought. Some of the specific areas covered include 
theology, ethics, mysticism, and political theory. In addition to studying some of the most significant historical Christian thinkers’ works , we also explore more 
recent developments in American Christian thought, including the development of the social gospel, Black liberation theology, and contemporary Christian 
political movements. Two areas of special focus are the role of the suffering body in Christian thought and Christian attitudes regarding poverty and wealth. 
Counts toward the philosophy and religion minors as well as the philosophy major. 
 

PHIL 4300-02W Senior Seminar | Dr. Walter Riker | TR 2-3:15, In Person | Satisfies DSW* 
Is there a human right to democracy? In this context, “democracy” should be understood as a means for making collective decisions about what laws to have, 
or about who should fill open positions in government. We will start the semester by comparing the two dominant approaches to human rights, the 
traditional/humanist approach (human rights protect essential human interests) and the political approach (human rights limit state sovereignty). We will then 
consider different arguments for and against the claim that there is a human right to democracy. Any student planning to graduate with a philosophy degree 
in FA 2021, SP 2022, or SU 2022 must enroll in this course, since the class will not be offered again until FA 2022. 
 
 

                                     *Courses marked Discipline Specific Writing (DSW) count toward the DSW requirement for students in the College of Arts, Culture, and Scientific Inquiry. 



You may have already heard from your advisor, but if you haven’t, please email to see if 
you can sign up for a time for advising. The registration schedule is listed below, so be 
sure to meet with your advisor before your time to register.
Summer/Fall 2021 Registration for enrolled students:
● Current Seniors & all Grad students – March 29
● Current Juniors ss# ending in 50-99 – March 30
● Current Juniors ss# ending in 00-49 – March 31
● Current Sophomores ss# ending 50-99 – April 1
● Current Sophomores ss# ending 00-49 – April 2
● Current Freshmen ss# ending 00-49 – April 5
● Current Freshmen ss# ending 50-99 – April 6
● Open Registration (for unenrolled) – April 12
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IMPORTANT!
See your advisor before 
your assigned date to 

register, and your advisor 
or department will remove 

your advisement hold.

INTERESTED IN 
PHILOSOPHY?
Join the WGPS!

West Georgia Philosophical 
Society is a student 

organization open to UWG 
students of any major who 

want to get together to 
discuss philosophy in an 

informal and friendly 
setting. Currently, the 

group meets every other 
Thursday at 7:30pm in 

TLC 1303. For more 
information, email 

president Josh Dye 
(jdye2@my.westga.edu)

West Georgia 
Philosophical 

Society

(continued from p. 2)  Does religion provide a basis for morality, or does morality provide a basis for religion? Is religion 
connected with violence or peace? Is religion needed to build the community needed for a good life? Is devotion to 
an ethical life bound to spark, or to oppose, religious sentiments or practices? In Christian Thought (PHIL 3220), 
students examine the development of ethical thought in Christianity. They learn about the development of the 
concept of original sin, which shapes most subsequent Christian writing on ethics, and they also discuss several 
debates among Christian thinkers relevant to ethics. For instance, they consider different Christian perspectives on 
the sources of human knowledge of ethics: Can the good be known only by reading scripture and/or other revelation 
from God, or can the good be discerned using human reason to reflect on nature? Another ethical debate they study 
is: Does God’s omnipotence mean that God predetermines all human acts, or do humans have free will, and what 
are the implications of this question for moral responsibility? Students also study different Christian responses to 
the ethical issue of poverty and wealth. Topics covered in Islamic Thought (PHIL 3250) include two competing 
Islamic conceptions of morality, often referred to as rational objectivism (according to which moral values exist 
independently of anyone’s will, including God’s) and theistic subjectivism (according to which moral values are 
determined by the will of God); students learn about why the latter view has come to dominate most Islamic 
thought. They also study the strong tradition of piety in Islamic ethics and the idea that the ethical self is formed by 
how one regularly behaves; on this view, good character is best achieved by devoted imitation of the moral 
exemplar Muhammad. Another unit of the course deals with the applied ethical issue of sexual   (continued, next page)
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❏ Dr. Donohoe’s Recs
- David Wood, Deep Time, Dark Times: On Being 

Geologically Human (Fordham, 2018).
- Shannon Sullivan, ed. Thinking the US South: 

Contemporary Philosophy from Southern Perspectives 
(Northwestern, 2021).

❏ Dr. Feldman’s Recs
- Elizabeth Anderson, Private Government: How 

Employers Rule Our Lives (and Why We Don't Talk 
about It) (Princeton, 2017).

- Camisha Russell, The Assisted Reproduction of Race 
(Indiana, 2018).

❏ Dr. Garner’s Recs
- Friedrich Schiller, On Grace and Dignity (online).

- Simone Weil, Oppression and Liberty (UMass, 
1958).

❏ Dr. Kellison’s Recs
- Heather Widdows, Perfect Me: Beauty as an Ethical 

Ideal (Princeton, 2018).
- Isabel Wilkerson, Caste: The Origins of Our 

Discontents (Random House, 2020).

❏ Dr. Lane’s Recs 
- David Edmunds, The Murder of Professor Schlick: The 

Rise and Fall of the Vienna Circle (Princeton, 2020).
- Lee McIntyre, The Scientific Attitude: Defending 

Science from Denial, Fraud, and Pseudoscience (MIT, 
2019).

❏ Dr. Riker’s Recs
- Zena Hitz, Lost in Thought: The Hidden Pleasures of 

an Intellectual Life (Princeton, 2020).
- James Nickel, Making Sense of Human Rights, 2nd 

ed. (Wiley-Blackwell, 2008).



INTERCOLLEGIATE Ethics Bowl: 
Interested in joining UWG’s Ethics 
Bowl team? We’ll begin meeting early 
in fall with an eye toward participating 
in the Mid-Atlantic Regional at the 
University of North Georgia in 
November. Contact Dr. Riker 
(wriker@westga.edu) for more 
information.

SECULAR Student Society (student 
organization) announces weekly 
meetings on Tuesdays at 6:30 in TLC 
1301/1200. Contact president Brant 
Entrekin (bentrek1@my.westga.edu) for 
details. 

★ Philosophy major Brant Entrekin will be awarded the 
Beheruz Sethna Undergraduate Research Award!
○ This award recognizes a UWG student who has outstanding achievement in 

the area of undergraduate research. Brant has made (or been accepted for) 
five undergraduate research presentations, including one here on campus, 
two at a statewide conference, and two at a national conference. Brant's 
presentation “Autonomy and Risk: A Defense of the Nozick Principles” won 
the Best Paper Award at the 2020 Georgia Undergraduate Research 
Conference.

★ Philosophy and English double-major Emily Tillman will 
be awarded the H. O. Lovvorn Scholarship!
○ This award is presented annually to one Humanities major based on GPA, 

research, service to the institution and campus community, and signs of 
intellectual and social promise. Emily is an Honors College student double 
majoring in Philosophy and English. In addition to her excellent work within 
philosophy courses, Emily has made two original philosophical research 
presentations and is also an active participant in the West Georgia 
Philosophical Society and the Meeting of the Minds.
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(continued from p. 5)  ethics; students learn about 
Muslim thought concerning marriage, divorce, 
and LGBT issues, among others. 

Regardless of your major, UWG’s Philosophy 
Program offers you several options to explore 
ethics as you advance toward the completion of 
your undergraduate degree. We also offer a 
major in philosophy and minors in philosophy 
and in religion, and the classes described above 
can be applied to those majors and minors as 
well. For more information about the study of 
ethics at UWG, feel free to contact any of the 
following professors: 

● Dr. Janet Donohoe (jdonohoe@westga.edu): 
Existentialism, Phenomenology

● Dr. John Garner (jgarner@westga.edu): 
Ancient Philosophy, Philosophy of Religion

● Dr. Rosemary Kellison 
(rkelliso@westga.edu): Introduction to 
Ethics, Feminist Philosophy, Christian 
Thought, Islamic Thought

● Dr. Robert Lane (rlane@westga.edu): 
Introduction to Ethics

● Dr. Walter Riker (wriker@westga.edu): 
Introduction to Ethics, Moral Theories, 
Professional Ethics, Political Philosophy, 
Philosophy of Law 


